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Abstract-Steganography is the artwork of hiding 
the reality that communication is taking place, 
by using hiding records in different records. 
Many exceptional provider file codecs may be 
used, but digital images are the most famous 
because of their frequency at the Internet. For 
hiding secret records in images, there exists a 
large form of steganographic techniques a few 
are more complicated than others and all of 
them have respective sturdy and weak points. 
Distinctive packages have unique necessities of 
the steganography method used. For example, a 
few packages may require absolute invisibility of 
the name of the game statistics, while others 
require a bigger secret message to be hidden. 
This paper intends to provide a top level view of 
photo steganography,it makes use of and 
strategies. This paper intends to give an 
overview of picture steganography, its uses and 
techniques. It additionally displays how a text 
report to be hide in a photograph file. 
Steganography is best method which offer 
privacy and secrecy both in case of hiding image 
within picture. 

Index Terms- Steganography, Cryptography 

I.INTRODUCTION 
      Steganography is the art work of hiding records 
to save you their detection through an unauthorized 
character. The virtual data (bits or symbols) is 
probably hidden in any digital object, either textual 
content or photograph. The hidden records should 
be embedded in photograph, e.g., without causing 
any sort of picture degradation. Furthermore, as the 
embedded text length is going large the range of 
picture distortions is multiplied. Therefore, it is goal 
is to embed textual content records into a 
photograph with minimal photograph 
degradation.Steganography was classified as 
follows,Text Steganography, Image Steganography 
Audio Steganography and Video Steganography. 
Text Steganography: 

       A steganography method that makes use of 
text as the cover media is known as a textual 
content steganography. It is one of the most 
difficult forms of the steganography approach. That 
is because text documents have a totally small

Audio Steganography: 
A steganography approach that makes 

use of audio as the cover media is referred to as an 
audio steganography. It's miles the most 
challenging undertaking in steganography. That is 
due to the fact the human auditory system (HAS) 
has a huge dynamic variety that it can concentrate 
over. As a consequence, even a minute change in 
audio great also may be detected by using the 
human ears. 

Video Steganography: 
      A steganography technique that uses video as 
the cover media is called photograph 
steganography. 
Image Steganography: 

A steganography approach that makes 
use of pictures as the cover media is called an 
image steganography. Hiding mystery messages 
in virtual photographs is the maximum broadly 
used technique as it could take benefit of the 
restricted energy of the human visible system 
(HVS) and also due to the fact images have a 
large amount of redundant facts that can be used to 
hide a secret message. 

II.STEGANOGRAPHY AND 
CRYPTOGRAPHY 

Pure steganography 
Pure steganography is the procedure of 

embedding the records into the object without the 
use of any private keys. This form of 
steganography totally relies upon upon the 
secrecy.   This kind of steganography makes use 
of a cover picture in which records is to be 
embedded, private records to be transmitted, and 
encryption decryption algorithms to embed the 
message into imag

Fig.1 Block diagram of steganographic 
technique 
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Cryptography 
      The science of writing in mystery 
codes/addresses all of the factors essential for at 
ease communication over an insecure channel, 
specifically privateness, confidentiality, key trade, 
authentication, and non-repudiation. But 
cryptography does not continually provide secure 
conversation. The benefit of steganography over 
cryptography alone is that messages don’t attract 
attention to themselves, to messengers, or to 
recipients. Whereas the intention of cryptography is 
to make facts unreadable by way of a third party, 
the intention of steganography is to cover the 
records from a third party. Frequently, 
steganography and cryptography are used together 
to ensure security of the covert message. 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM
Hiding facts is the process of embedding 

data into digital content material. In data hiding, 3 
well-known techniques may be used. They're 
watermarking, steganography and cryptography. 
The main gain of steganography set of rules is 
due to its easy safety mechanism. There are 
numerous steganography techniques used for 
hiding information including batch 
steganography, permutation steganography, least 
significant bits (LSB), bit-aircraft complexity 
segmentation (BPCS) and chaos primarily based 
spread spectrum image steganography (CSSIS). 
Research in hiding statistics interior photograph 
the use of steganography method has been carried 
out by means of many researchers. 

Warkentin et al. proposed a method to 
hide data in the audiovisual documents. In their 
steganography set of rules, to hide data, the 
name of the game content material must be 
hidden in a cover message. El-Emam, on the other 
hand, proposed a steganography set of rules to 
hide a large quantity of facts with excessive 
protection [5]. His steganography algorithm is 
primarily based on hiding a big quantity of data 
(photo, audio, textual content) report inside a 
colour bitmap (bmp) image. 

The encrypt module is used to cover 
information into the picture; nobody can see that 
facts or report. This module requires any type of 
picture and message and gives the best one image 
file in destination. The decrypt module is used to 
get the hidden information in an photograph 
record. It take the picture record as an output, 
and deliver file at destination folder, one is the 
same image file and another is the message file 
that is hidden it that. Earlier than encrypting 
report internal photo we must save the name size 
and exact location of picture. We should save 
document name before document records in LSB 
layer and save file size and file name size in most 
right-down pixels of picture. Writing these 
records is wanted to retrieve file from encrypted 
image in decryption state. 

Fig.2 Flow diagram of encryption and decryption 
technique 

       The executed computer experiments show that 
simply segment statistics makes feasible to 
reconstruct image uniquely. The segment of the 
given image in combination with the averaged 
amplitude spectrum received from the organization 
of images offers the first- rate outcomes within the 
maximum sensible important cases. Therefore, 
including some element in the phase spectrum of 
the image one could basically trade the initial 
image structure [12]. The above phenomenon 
might be effectively used for image encryption. 
Moreover, the localized conversation noise is 
spread over all reconstructed photograph that 
makes it invisible contrary the above stated 
technique where localized noise conditions 
neighbourhood noise associated with blockading 
effect. 

Fig.3 Encryption technique 
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Fig.4  Decryption technique 

      To send a message, a source text, an image in 
which the textual content must be embedded, and a 
key are needed. The key's used to useful resource 
in encryption and to decide where the information 
needs to be hidden within the photograph. Either 
any other photograph or a quick text may be used 
as a key. To obtain a message, a supply photograph 
containing the data and the corresponding key are 
each required. The end result will appear inside the 
text tab after decoding. Images ought to comprise 
as many colours as viable. It is likewise excellent if 
many of the colorations are comparable. At least 
four colours are required. Microsoft .Net framework 
prepares a huge amount of device and options for 
programmers that they simples programming. One 
of .Net equipment for photographs and photos is 
auto-converting most sorts of pics to BMP format. 
I used this tool on this software 
called “Steganography” that is written in C#.Net 
language and you can use this software to hide 
your statistics in any sort of pics without any 
changing its format to BMP (software program 
converts internal it. 

IV.CONCLUSION
Steganography is powerful and effective 

for verbal exchange of secret data. For the image 
steganography diverse methods have been 
proposed. On this paper, we advise a method that 
hides the name of the secret messages inside the 
picture by the use of mat lab. Mat lab is an always 
simplest a programming language. It offers more 
safety for secret communications. Consequently 
the capacity of the hiding process to hide mystery 
messages is also excessive inside the proposed 
approach. In this approach the software program 
will facilitates to lessen manual time and effort. It 
additionally gives protection. The proposed 
machine is consumer-friendly and every aspects 
of this system can be without difficulty 
understood and the consumer can operate the 

device without difficulty. In addition this concept 
can be implemented to video documents and 
audio files and also it could be carried out to 
exclusive kind of documents and different kinds 
of images. 
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